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GREEK WEEK GUIDE

NIXON : BORN TO BALL

Greeks United Through Service is the theme of this
year’s week of events for sororities and fraternities to
compete in.

Senior Ta’Kenya Nixon has a long history with basketball and reflects on her career as she looks forward to
graduation.
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AC TIVITY | SEX POSITIVE FAIR

Good vibrations

New honors
college dean
chosen
Staff Report

Assorted adult sex toys were laid out on the Passion Parties by Gretchen table at the Sex Positive Fair in the University Ballroom on Wednesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Photos By Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Samantha Daugherty, a sophomore family and consumer sciences major, looks through an issue of OUT magazine during the
Sex Positive Fair. Daugherty had the saying “NO H8” painted on
her face during the fair in opposition of LGBTQA discrimination.

Several issues of OUT, a gay and lesbian fashion and entertainment
magazine, lie on a table in the University Ballroom during the Sex Positive Fair on Wednesday in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. .

Students learn, compete in sexual games
By Derrick Jackson
Staff Reporter
Penis ring throwing, HIV testing, chocolate-covered vagina-shaped suckers and “slut”
name-calling were all part of the 2013 Sex
Positive Fair Wednesday.
Sarah Sloane, a sex educator who spoke at
the fair, said that she has educated students in
33 different states and in New Zealand and
Canada.
She said she wants the student body at
Eastern to understand the need for a place for
equality.
“It’s important that we create an environment that respects everyone, regardless
of gender or orientation or sexual identity,”
Sloane said.
The most rewarding part of her sharing her
knowledge about sex with everyone are the
“ah-ha” moments, she said, referring to the
students reactions when informing them all of
different types of sex.
Sloane spoke about BDSM, a role-playing
style that involves pain and power, and many
of the students would participate by asking
questions.

Jason Haarmann, one of the student organizers for the fair, was the individual responsible for finding the guest speaker.
Haarmann said the fair was to promote
knowledge of sex on campus.

"It’s important that we create an
environment that respects everyone, regardless of gender or orientation or sexual identity."
Sarah Sloane, sex educator
“Sex shouldn’t be a dirty little secret,” he
said.
Haarmann also said that it has been very
rewarding to see everything that he has been
working on put together.
“Sex should be something to be more open
with,” he said.
He also said he wants the students on campus to know sex is an open topic to discuss.
One of the activities many students were

taking apart was the “slut name calling” activity.
Students participating would be called a
“slut” and would wear the nametags around.
After being called a “slut,” Jaccari Brown,
one of the participants, said he would wear
the nametag proudly.
The activity consisted of students being
asked questions, and if they answered positively to any of the questions, they were
deemed a “slut” and wore the nametag.
The point of the exercise was to show that
the term is thrown around too loosely and
trivial matters of sex can be blown out of proportion by calling someone a “slut”
Brown said he was attending the fair out of
enjoyment.
“I really like sex,” he said.
Brown also participated in the “sexual sexy
spelling bee,” where students competed by
spelling sexual words.
Brown was knocked out of the spelling
bee after incorrectly spelling the word “flogging.”

SEXUAL, page 5

The honors college will have a new dean next
fall semester, Richard England, an associate professor of philosophy at Salisbury University in Maryland.
England, who directed the honors program at
Salisbury for eleven years, was selected out of four
finalists who interviewed for the position to take
the place of John Stimac.
Stimac was the interim dean since 2010 when
Bonnie Irwin, the previous dean, became dean of
the college of arts and humanities.
Stimac said he would return to teaching in the
geology/geography department when the new
dean takes over on July 1.
Tom Spencer, the director of honors student
affairs, said England nearly doubled the number
of students in the honors program at his previous
university.
Spencer said England’s experience in managing
a large and growing program would be useful because the number of honors students at Eastern is
increasing.
“The big challenge will be it looks like we will
have a large group of incoming honors students,”
he said.
Adrienne Paladino, the office manager of the
honors college, said England was the most comfortable out of all the interviewees and made others feel at ease.
DEAN, page 5
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Union files
grievance
By Chacour Koop
Special Projects Reporter
Eastern’s faculty union, University Professionals
of Illinois, met Wednesday and discussed a recently filed grievance and pensions bill in the Illinois
General Assembly, which reconvenes next week.
Ann Fritz, the president of Eastern’s chapter
of University of Professionals of Illinois, said the
grievance was filed in response to a new policy in
the college of sciences.
At the meeting, Fritz said Harold Ornes, dean
of the college of sciences, implemented a program
that designates faculty members as either researchactive or research-inactive over the course of a
three to five year period. Faculty determined to
be research active will be assigned 18 credit units
while those determined research inactive must be
responsible for 24 credit units, she said.
“The criteria for this program have not been negotiated. They’re not a part of our contract,” Fritz
said. “This makes teaching a punitive activity.”
The faculty member in the college of sciences,
who was assigned 25 credit units because he was
considered “research inactive,” is contractually allowed to decline the work overload without filing a grievance. The grievance was filed because
the work overload was a result of the new policy,
Fritz said.
UNION, page 5
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Local weather
Today

Mostly Sunny
High: 56°
Low: 34°

FRIDAY

Mostly Sunny
High: 60°
Low: 40°

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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CHARLESTON | BUSINESS FEATURE

Shoe store has long family history
Business could
soon relocate,
pass down
family line
in future
By Amanda Wilkinson
City Editor
Using a metal, tong-like instrument, Bill Moore stretched out the
side of a man’s leather boot while
surrounded by shoes.
Being the third generation Moore
to operate Mack Moore Shoe Store,
Bill Moore has to wear many shoes.
In the blue building of the business, Moore sells, fits, organizes, orders and stretches shoes.
Moore said the family business
started in 1922 with his grandfather, William ‘Mack’ McClung
Moore.
He said Mack started the store after he was set to fight in World War
I.
“He went over on the boat and
(the war) ended,” Bill said. “He
didn’t get any action.”
When he got back, he played
baseball for Eastern where he got
his nickname that would eventually be the name for the store.
“(His friends) called him Mack
or Dinty,” he said referring to Dinty
Moore Stew. “I guess Mack stuck.”
His father also worked for the
store while owning another shoe
store in Casey for 30 years, Moore
said.
The original shoe store was located at the Charleston Square until 1994 when he moved the store to
an area with more parking, he said.
The store is currently located at
305 W. Lincoln Ave.
“Now parking’s quite a bit different here,” Moore said.
Besides the store, he said he has a
truck, which he takes around to different places to deliver shoes.
“We’ve got the truck that goes
to industries around,” Moore said.
“There’s where we take the steel toes
mostly. There’s one or two plants we
go to for slip-resistant shoes.”
He said he plans on keeping up
the family business until he cannot

photos by Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Bill Moore, the owner of Mack Moore Shoes, stands in his shop located at 305 W. Lincoln Ave. Moore has owned
the shop in Charleston since 1994.

anymore.
His oldest daughter has expressed
interest in keeping the family business alive, Moore said.
“The oldest one’s taking an entrepreneurial class, so she’s talked
about it,” he said.
Moore said the life of owning
a retail business is hectic because
there are not many in the area.
“My dad was saying, ‘Get out, get
out,” he said.
Moore said he plans to start diversifying his business because most
of his business is not in the store.
“(Small businesses) are rare,” he
said. “Charleston’s not very good
for retail.”
Moore said most of the residents
go out of town for the retail shopping.
“They just automatically go out
of town, everybody,” he said. “With
all the big boxes and the Internet, it makes it tougher all the way
around.”
Moore said he is planning to either tear down the store and rebuild
in the same location or move it to

Children’s shoes lie on a table in the shop. The shoe shop has been in the
Moore family ever since Bill Moore's grandfather, William "Mack" McClung
Moore, began the business in 1922.

another location.
“I need to work on this business
plan here to tear this down and put
in another building, or there’s several places in town I could do that
or I could go to Mattoon,” he said.
Moore said he hopes within the
next three years he will be in a different building with apartments on

the second level.
“I could work 24 hours a day for
weeks,” he said. “I could pay bills,
buy shoes, just keep organizing. A
lot of plates to spin.”
Amanda Wilkinson can
be reached at 581-2812
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.
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Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds,
or is made aware of by its readers, will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error
you find to Editor-in-Chief Rachel Rodgers at 581-2812.
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campus | memorial

Fallen soldiers to be honored CAA
to vote
on media
courses

By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor

Spanning 110 feet, with a series of
portraits all displaying the faces of fallen
military members, a wall will be set up in
the Booth Library Quad as the starting
point for “Project: Hero.”
Hosted by Eastern’s Veteran and Military Services, “Project: Hero” is a multiday celebration honoring veterans, beginning with the construction of the wall
at 9 a.m. Thursday in the Library Quad.
The Illinois Fallen Heroes Traveling
Memorial Wall will be on display Thursday and Friday.
The Illinois Patriot Guard Riders will
be placing flags outside in the Library
Quad at 9 a.m. as well.
Stephen Knotts, interim coordinator of Veteran and Military Services, said
the wall would be a series of panels, each
8 inches by 12 inches, and seven panels
high.
Each of the panels would feature photos and headshots of any military member who died during combat, not just

soldiers from the Army.
“Navy, sailormen, Marines, they’ll all
be there,” Knotts said.
He said the wall would split apart
so that when people walk through the
north atrium, sides of the wall would
be on their right and left.
Brandi Binder, who is part of
the work-study program at Veteran Services, said the Library Quad
was one of the few places on campus available where the wall would
fit.
Binder also said Veteran Services had
tried to have a wall “Project: Patriot” titled for their fall semester.
While there was planning and timing involved with bringing the memorial wall to Eastern, Knotts said he was
grateful the wall would be on campus for
“Project: Hero.”
“Everybody involved has been extremely cooperative,” he said. “I’m really glad it’s a success.”
Throughout Thursday, there will also
be other activities around campus for
“Project: Hero.”

Self-defense classes are being taught at
10 a.m. and noon in the Aerobics Room
of the Student Recreation Center.
Water Wars, another activity on
Thursday, is scheduled to go on at 1 p.m.
in the Library Quad; however, Binder
said that might change.
“It’s supposed to be 40 or 50 degrees (Thursday), so what we might do
is a huge game of kickball in the Quad,”
Binder said. “People might not like to
get that wet when it’s cold outside.”
Binder also said on Friday there
would be a Mobile Veteran Center arriving at Eastern.
Setting up a table outside the Food
Court in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, two men will be available to speak with any veteran or community member.
“They’re here for counseling needs,”
she said. “If a veteran wants to sit down
and talk, these two guys will listen.”
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.

campus | best buddies

Organization makes friendships
By Samantha McDaniel
Student Governance Editor
Members of a campus organization
spend their time talking on the phone
and hanging out with people who have
disabilities.
Best Buddies is a registered student
organization that connects Eastern students to people who have disabilities and
the students form a friendship with them
by talking on the phone and going out
twice a month.
Best Buddies President Giovanna Mailhiot, a health studies major,
said members of the organization are
matched up with a buddy who they call
once a week and go out with them twice
a month.
“I like hanging out with my buddy because I feel like I get as much of a
friendship out of it as she does,” Mailhiot said.
She said when she first started the
program, she did not know how to act
around her buddy, adding that she did
not know about them as well as she does
now.
“I remember the first time, I talked
to her like she was a child, not like an
adult,” Mailhiot said. “Now that I know

BINGO
@ The MOOSE
Family Fraternity

her, we are just normal friends—like any
normal friends would be.”
She said when she is with her buddy,
she talks with her like she would any of
her other friends.
When they are together, they talk
about their family and friends and hobbies, Mailhiot said.
The program allows people to learn
about people with disabilities and correct
their misconceptions.
When people do not see a certain
type of person, they tend to make up
certain ideas,” Mailhiot said.
Because people with disabilities are
not as visible in the community, people
often do not know what they are really
like, she said.
“I think this is starting to counteract that and is a step to get them out in
the community and getting people to see
them around,” Mailhiot said.
She said it is important for people to
realize they are a part of the community.
Mailhiot said it also helps improve
the misconception people with disabilities have.
“I think they have a stereotype of people without disabilities, like we are an authority or that we are on a different level,” Mailhiot said. “Instead of as friends,
they see us as elite.”
The program has a party once a
month where the members and the buddies dress up and have fun called the
Buddy Ball.
“It’s like a dance and everyone gets

dressed up,” Mailhiot said.
Mailhiot said the dances and the organization gives the members new opportunities.
“It’s not something you get to do all
the time—day to day,” Mailhiot said.
“You can’t just go and meet someone,
which I think is unfortunate.”
She said she likes that the organization provides inclusiveness and allows
this participation for people with disabilities.
“I think they like going out and being included, having someone to talk to
every week and hang out with twice a
month,” Mailhiot said.
Students who want to become a
member of Best Buddies need to fill out
an application at the start of the fall semester.
Applicants go through a interview
process before being paired with a buddy
who has similar interest, Mailhiot said.
People can also be an associate buddy, she said.
An associate buddy participates in
fundraisers and events sponsored by the
organization without being paired with a
buddy, Mailhiot said.
She said her buddy provides a break
from everything else she has to do.
“She definitely puts a break in my
week from work and school and my
school friends,” Mailhiot said.

* MUST BE 21 *

Stephanie Markham can
be reached at 581-2812
or samarkham@eiu.edu.

Convenient Drive Through
M-F 8am-4pm | Sat 8am-11:30am
Logan & Dewitt | Mattoon, IL
217.235.5575 | www.mervis.com

Non-members can play

217-345-2012

The Council on Academic Affairs
will vote Thursday on two new courses
focusing on digital media usage.
Gabriel Grant, a technology instructor, said students would gain the skills
to design and develop applications for
blogs, mobile devices and eMagazines
in “AET 4865: Digital Media Publishing Technologies.”
He said students would learn about
the trends and issues arising with new
multimedia and print technology in
“AET 4333: Trends in Digital Media
Technology.”
“It’s really just a course that gives students the opportunity to be able to research, discuss and postulate the effects
and the issues of some of the technology we have entering the web,” he said
He said the courses are being proposed to meet the accreditation standards of the Association of Technology,
Management and Applied Engineering
and because competing universities offer them.
The council will also vote on a proposal to reduce the number of prerequisite hours for the political science departmental honors program.
Richard Wandling, chair of the political science department, said the hours
would be reduced three hours from 19
to 16.
He said students were at risk for not
being able to complete the program.
The proposed change would allow
students to pick between two introductory courses instead of having to take
both.
“We don’t want there to be any artificial hurdles for students,” Wandling said.
The council will also vote on proposals to offer two introductory philosophy
courses online.
Jonelle DePetro, chairwoman of the
philosophy department, said offering
general education courses online would
provide more flexibility for students
with work schedules.
“We’re just trying to serve a wider
community here,” she said.
The council will also hear a program
review for the Bachelor of Arts in psychology and will meet at 2 p.m. Thursday in Room 4440 of Booth Library.

RHA to elect
committee chairs
The Residence Hall Association
members will elect candidates Thursday to head their committees.
The RHA will meet at 5 p.m. Thursday in Taylor Hall.
RHA President Eddie Hillman, a
junior biological science major, said
there are six different committees.
RHA Vice President Amanda Krch,
said community development, community service, programming, and
Social Justice and Diversity Week
are the current committees, but two
committees are being changed.
Kadie Peterson, a family and consumer sciences major, was nominated uncontested to run the Kids and
Friends Weekend committee.
Peterson was also nominated for
the community service and Spring
Fling committees. Jaccari Brown,
a communication studies major;
Jaquille Phillips, an undecided major;
and Meghan Garby, a special education major, were also nominated for
these positions.
Sabrina Sibert, a recreation administration major; Doyle Nave, a foreign
language major; and Peterson were
nominated for the Social Justice and
Diversity Week committee position.
No one was nominated to run the
community development committee.
Those who were nominated for other positions will have the opportunity
to run for this committee if they were
not elected, Hillman said.
“If they don’t win the election, they
can only run for the one that is open,”
Hillman said.
Hillman said the committee names
are being changed based on some of
the revisions of the RHA constitution.
“The constitution committee is going through and making changes to
the constitution which includes the
committees,” Hillman said. “There are
out of date things that the committees use to do that they don’t do any
more.”
Hillman said they also rearranged
different things within in the committees.

BLOTTER

Vandalism, theft
reported on campus
• At 10:41 a.m. Monday, vandalism to a motor vehicle was reported at
University Court. This incident is under investigation.
• At 2 p.m. Monday, an attempted
theft was reported at Booth Library.
This incident was referred to the Office of Student Standards.
• At 11:08 a.m., a theft was reported at Carman Hall. This incident is
under investigation.
• At 12:54 p.m., a disorderly conduct was reported at the Martin Luther King Jr. Union. This incident is
under investigation.

615 7th Street

TONIGHT
7 pm

Samantha McDaniel can be reached
at 581-2812 or slmcdaniel@eiu.edu.

By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
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We’
ll pay
cash for
aluminum cans.

We recycle electronics!
�free �secure �responsible

Online | blogs
Check out the video accompanying the
“Many joys, challenges
to Greek Life” story of
the Greek Week Guide.
Go to dailyeasternnews.com.

Comments, Corrections, OR
events
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editorin-Chief, Rachel Rodgers, via:
Phone | 581-2812,
Email | DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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DRAWN FROM THE EASEL

LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX:
The Sex Positive Fair on
Wednesday allowed students to
open up about uncomfortable
things in a comfortable way.
Think of it as a college version of
the birds and the bees.

I-S-WHO?: The Eastern
baseball team took down
rival Illinois State 20-2 on
Wednesday, snapping a fourgame losing streak.

PRESIDENTIAL PAY CUT:
President Obama will return 5
percent of his salary in a show of
solidarity with federal workers
after the federal budget cuts.

TROUBLE UP NORTH: North
Korea is again threatening a
strike against the United States.
Should we be taking them
seriously? Should we send
Dennis Rodman back in?
ROUGH AT RUTGERS: Men’s
baseketball coach Mike Rice
was fired after video surfaced
of him verbally and physically
abusing players. Isn’t basketball
supposed to be fun?

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time
on any topic to the Opinions Editor to be published
in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not
libelous or potentially harmful. They must be less
than 250 words.
Letters to the editor can be brought in with
identification to The DEN or to the DENopinions@
gmail.com.

“LET’S GIVE THEM
SOMETHING TO TALK
ABOUT”
Why do you think Greek Week
is important
for Eastern’s campus?
To submit your opinion on today’s topic, bring it in with identification to The
DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall or submit it
electronically from the author’s EIU email
address to DENopinions@gmail.com by
4 p.m. today or reply to us on social media.

The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

SETH SCHROEDER | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

STAFF EDITORIAL

Greek Week important time
for Eastern community
Greek Week kicks off soon, and to
a no-brainer.
Our POSITION
those not brandishing any letters, it
Greek Week is more than just a compe• Situation: Greek Week kicks off on Saturday.
might look like a whole lot of nonsense,
tition, but rather a display of unity with
• Stance: With such a large part of the campus
but that’s really not true.
groups coming together in a week of not
community being in the Greek community,
From the outside looking in, it looks
only fun, but charity.
Greek Week is important.
confusing, and from the inside looking
Many of us have seen “Animal House”
out, it might be even harder to explain.
and all those other college movies, but
Greek Week at Eastern has been around for awhile now, with
that’s not a representation of Greek life as a whole.
the first Greek Week in February of 1954 at Eastern.
For those not in the Greek community, set your stereotypes
Rich with tradition, members of the different fraternities and
aside for one moment and take a look at the volunteering and
sororities particpate in a number of events such as tugs, Greek
other good work that those in fraternities and sororities do.
Sing, Air Band, pyramids and volunteering events.
For those who are a part of the Greek community, enjoy yourWhile to the average outsider (we’ll refrain from saying GDI),
self.
Greek Week might seem like just one big competition, but it is
This is your week to have some fun and embrace the bonds
also a unification of a large population on Eastern’s campus.
you have with your brothers and sisters.
About 25 percent of Eastern’s campus is apart of the Greek
You’re not just representing yourself and your fraternity or
community, so this week is not only important for them, but
sorority, but you’re representing Eastern as a whole, and the good
important for our campus.
things you do are something to be proud of.
So to some, Greek Week might seem unnecessary, but it
So even if you’re not Greek, pick up the Greek Week Guide
deserves every bit of its coverage.
inside today’s issue. There’s something in it for everyone.
As the campus newspaper, it is our job to cover events that are
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of
important to students, and with such a big portion of the campus
The Daily Eastern News.
being involved in the Greek Community, covering Greek Week is

North Korea and the nuclear itch

The most recent reports from Pyongyang suggest that the North Korean government has ratified
a possible nuclear strike against South Korea and
the U.S. It is unclear whether or not these threats
represent a serious risk, or a continued reaction to
U.S. military exercises only just receiving media
Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
coverage. Still, after meeting with South Korean
Tim Deters
Rachel Rodgers
foreign minister Yun Byung-se, Secretary of State
John Kerry referred to the recent threats as “an exAssociate News Editor
News Editor
traordinary amount of unacceptable rhetoric” and
Seth Schroeder
Robyn Dexter
assured the North Korean government that the
U.S. would not hesitate to defend itself and its alOnline Editor
Opinions Editor
lies.
Sara Hall
Should that become necessary, the United States
Dominic Renzetti
has decided to move missile weapons systems to
Guam. The Terminal High Altitude Area Defense
CONTINUE THE DEBATE
System (THAAD), according to the BBC, “includes a truck-mounted launcher, interceptor misONLINE
siles, and AN/TPY-2 tracking radar, together with
an integrated fire control system.” The Obama ad• Extended letters
ministration has said in the past that it would not
• Forums for all content
tolerate a nuclear North Korea, and Secretary of
Defense Chuck Hagel has already declared the nawww.dailyeasternnews.com
tion a “clear and dangerous” threat to the Unit“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

EDITORIAL BOARD

Mia Tapella
ed States. Though it remains to be seen whether
or not Kim Jong-un is serious about bombing the
United States, things are moving pretty fast. The
North Korean government declared a “state of war”
against U.S. ally South Korea last Friday, and by
Monday announced plans to reactivate a nuclear
reactor. They have also closed off access to a joint
factory facility and other crucial communication
networks with the South.
This comes at a difficult time for all parties involved—the U.S. government has plans to begin
scaling back our military—but especially North
Korea. Kim Jong-un claims that the language is a
long overdue reaction to U.S. imperialism, while
diplomats see his heated rhetoric as disorganized

and furthering North Korea’s global isolation. The
economic state of the country has not improved
since Kim Jong-il’s death, and the nation still struggles to feed itself, and support a huge military in
the face of widespread poverty. The reaction comes
annually, at a time when the U.S. and South Korea practice military exercises known as Foal Eagle. The North Korean government has always had
negative feelings about the exercises, and military
reports from South Korea claim that no major offensive action has been taken by North Korea. Yet
the South Koreans are becoming anxious, despite
the fact that such threats from the North have become almost common.
The Obama administration has assured the public that no one takes the issue of North Korea more
seriously than the president, but they have been unsuccessful thus far in solving the increasingly worrisome problem of Kim Jong-un and the North Korean nuclear itch.
Mia Tapella is a senior English and political
science major. She can be reached at 581-2812
or denopinions@gmail.com
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Professor wears hat for daughter, enjoyment
Editor’s Note: This is the third
installment in a series focusing
on Eastern faculty members and
uncovering their unique hobbies.
Though it is not his first, nor will
it be his last, the straw hat Andrew
McNitt currently wears is a callback
to a previous era – and a way for his
daughter to easily recognize him.
McNitt, a political science professor, has been wearing a hat, either straw or felt, for around 10
years.
McNitt’s interest in hats is what
first fueled him to begin wearing
the accessory.
“It keeps the sun out of my eyes,”
he said, smiling.
After his daughter was diagnosed
with congenital cataracts – a condition where the lens opacities do not
progress – he found it was easier for
her to see him in a crowd.
“The hat makes me more recognizable,” he said.
He said the congenital cataracts
happened because as his daughter
grew, the lenses did not.
To correct this condition, his
daughter had to undergo uncountable surgeries.
“It depresses me to think about
h ow m a n y s u r g e r i e s s h e w e n t
through,” McNitt said, leaning back
in his chair.
McNitt’s daughter was barely a
newborn when her condition was
first caught.
“She was two or three months
old when she was first diagnosed,”
McNitt said.
He said between the ages of
three months and 22 years old,
his daughter has had two surgeries
for glaucoma, a result of fixing the
lenses at a young age, and one surgery to have her cornea replaced.
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Andrew McNitt, a political science professor, stands in his office in Coleman Hall wearing his straw hat. McNitt wears his hat because he enjoys
wearing it, and because the hat makes him more visible to his daughter
who has congenital cataracts.

McNitt said he found it was easier for his daughter to spot while he
wore his favorite accessory.
“And my spouse approves of it,
too,” he said. “That’s always a good

thing.”
He said the hat being used as
a device for his daughter to distinguish him in a crowd was not
planned.
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“Nowhere in the contract does it
state that there are research active and
inactive faculty,” Fritz said.
The grievance process is currently in
stage two, meaning grievance officers
and Jeff Cross, associate vice president
of academic affairs, will look at possible
solutions to the grievance.
Fern Kory, vice president of Eastern’s
chapter University Professionals of Illinois, said the administration declined
to bargain before the grievance was
filed because they said the new policy was not a change in working conditions.
Besides discussing the recently
filed grievance, members discussed

GreeK
WeeK
GUIDE
APRIL 4th

Greek Guide Specials Available
Call 581-2816

pensions.
Ellie Sullivan, president of University Professionals of Illinois, visited Eastern to update members on pension
bills in Springfield.
Before the legislatures current recess, a bill passed the senate and
moved to the house that makes members of the Teachers’ Retirement System choose between a cost-of-living
adjustment, which reduces pension
value, or receiving no access to health
care in retirement and a freeze in pension-able salary.
Three bills passed in the house and
moving to the senate cap cost-of-living
adjustments for five years or until the

individual turns 67, increase retirement
ages, and cap the amount of salary that
qualifies for a pension.
Sullivan said she encourages members of Eastern’s chapter of University
Professionals of Illinois to keep calling
their state representatives, urging politicians to consider union supported solutions to the pension crisis.
“Some of our message is getting out.
It’s exhausting, but we have to keep going,” Sullivan told the faculty at the
meeting. “We can prevail.”
Chacour Koop can
be reached at 581-2812
or cmkoop@eiu.edu.

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
916 Woodlawn Dr.

217-345-2363
WWW.YOUNGSTOWNAPTS.COM

Fully Furnished 2bedroom & 3Bedroom Garden
Apts and Townhouses!
LARGE Kitchen/Dining area!
Spacious Bedrooms with walk in closets!
Washer and Dryer in 3BR units!
Sign a lease and
Private Decks in the Woods!
receive $100.00 off
your deposit per
Free Trash and Parking!
person!
Use Financial Aid to pay rent!

SEXUAL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE1

Not just for style...
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor

5

“It just happened,” McNitt said.
While the hat serves a practical
purpose for helping his daughter,
McNitt said he likes to wear it because it reminds him of a different
place in the history books.
“It’s a return to a different time
period,” he said.
Hats and things like hat racks
have faded away over time; however, he said he likes to remember the
times when they were common.
“You can’t find hat racks in most
places,” he said. “And it was around
the 1960s that men stopped wearing hats.”
The coat rack with a place for his
hat serves as a reminder to him of
this time period.
The straw hat is not the only
one he has. McNitt said he likes to
switch between a straw hat and a
felt hat as the seasons change.
“You won’t find anyone wearing
a felt hat in the middle of summer,”
he said, laughing.
McNitt switches from straw hats
to felt hats around Labor Day for
the winter seasons.
He has gone through several hats,
because straw hats only have a life
expectancy of two to three years.
McNitt acquires his hats from
online stores and at conventions.
He said one hat he saw had a card
the wearer could put in the band of
their hat.
“It said, ‘Put it back, put it back,
like hell it’s your hat, put it back,’”
McNitt said, laughing.
He said he prefers the straw and
felt hats to baseball caps because
it can help keep the sun out of his
eyes and the back of his neck.
“A good enough hat won’t blow
off your head,” McNitt said. “And it
looks cool.”
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.

“I didn’t even know what it
meant, let alone how it was spelled,”
he said. After losing Brown was informed that flogging meant to whip
or beat a person.
David Moen a representative of
Brother 2 Brother, a social group
for HIV prevention, was suggesting students get a free HIV test that
was available on campus during the
fair.
He said when dealing with sex,
everyone should just be himself or
herself.
“Sex is not taboo,” he said. “You
are in command of your own sexual
identity and sexual health.”
Loni Berbaum, a junior communication disorders sciences major,
said education about sex is a good
thing for students to have.
“It’s important that people know
about sex and how to have safe sex
in a positive way,” she said.
Anne Wend, the community educator and director of education at
Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Services, said students
have been asking her about healthy
relationship advice.
She also said there was a SACIS
24-hour hotline for sexual assault
survivors.
“We are here for them,” she said.
Derrick Jackson can
be reached at 581-2812
or dljackson4@eiu.edu.

»
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“He is personable, and I think he’s
going to relate better with the students
than all the other candidates,” she said.
She said his communication skills
would help in recruiting students
when talking with families.
Haley Titsworth, a freshman communication disorders and sciences major in the honors program, said England showed a genuine interest in students when being interviewed.
“I think that’s crucial because
he’s going to have to be able to interact with students in this role,”
Titsworth said.
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For sale

Band Equipment: Marshall Speaker
Cabinet/ Line 6 Amp/ Bass Guitar/ Various Pedals/ Strobe/ EX-7 Express Factory/ Martin Silver Rain Lighting+
package for $620
Charleston....217-512-0134
_________________________ 4/5

Help wanted
Looking for someone to help foreigner
practice conversation in English.
6 hours per week. Call 239-3139.
___________________________4/5
P/T Bartender. Weekends. Neat, Clean
& Pleasant. Great atmosphere with
good pay. Apply at Charleston Moose.
615 7th, Charleston.
__________________________4/12
Hiring certified lifeguard, waitstaff, and
dishwasher. Experience preferred.
Apply in person,
6700 N. Country Club Rd., Mattoon.
__________________________4/25
Bartending! $250/day potential. No
experience necessary. Training available. 800-965-6520 ext 239.
__________________________4/29

Sublessors
Sublease for the Summer. University
Village. $390/month. All utilities
included except electric. 1 BR 1 BA,
fully furnished. 708-567-0313.
_________________________ 4/9

For rent
NOW RENTING for Fall 2013. 1, 2 & 3
bdr. apts.; 4 bdr. house. 217-345-3754
___________________________4/2
Transfer Special-2 bedroom apartments on 9th Street. Available for fall.
All inclusive pricing. 549-1449.
___________________________4/4
Open house @ Morton Park 11-3
FREE iPad drawing! EIP & Deremiah
Rentals! eiprops.com
___________________________4/5
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS NEAR
CAMPUS! GREAT PRICES! LEASES
NEGOTIABLE. W/D, DISHWASHER,
PETS POSSIBLE. TRASH AND MOWING INCLUDED. 345-6967
__________________________4/10
7 BR house near Rec Center. W/D,
dishwasher, trash & mowing. Pets
and lease negotiable. 345-6967
__________________________4/10
6 MONTH LEASE AVAILABLE JUNE
2013-DEC 2013 2 BEDROOM APT IN
QUIET LOCATION, STOVE, FRIG,
DISHWASHER, DISHWASHER/DRYER, TRASH PD, 605 W GRANT
217-438-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONAPTS.COM
__________________________4/15
5 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom House on
12th. Close to Campus, A/C, Washer/
Dryer, Dishwasher. $350/person.
Two renters needed 2013-14
(217) 276-8191, pilot410@hotmail.com
__________________________4/29
Available August 2013 - ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6th
STREET! 1 bedroom apt. available
and 1 month free on all 3 bedroom
apts! www.ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
Fall 2013 - 3 bedroom apts. on 4th St.
Porch, off-street parking, trash included! $275/person. Call Ryan
217-722-4724 Leave message!
__________________________4/19
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For rent
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12 UP
TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING AT $30/
MONTH. 217-348-7746
__________________________4/29
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
$100 per person signing bonus! Fall
2013, very nice 2, 3,4, 5 & 6 bedroom
houses, townhouses, and apts.
available All excellent locations!
217-493-7559 or myeiuhome.com
__________________________4/29
$100 per person signing bonus!
Right behind McHugh's. Very nice
2 and 3 bedroom, 2 bath apartments. Cable and Internet included.
217-493-7559 www.myeiuhome.com
__________________________4/29
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT $270 EACH WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED. FURNISHED OR NON FURNISHED, NEXT TO
CITY PARK AT 1111 2ND STREET.
217-549-1957
__________________________4/29
Very nice 6 bedroom, 2 bath house.
Across the street from O'Brien Stadium
with large private backyard.
myeiuhome.com 217-493-7559.
__________________________4/29
4 Bedroom 2 Bath house. 3-4 Students.
W/D, C/A, Large Private Yard. OffStreet Parking. 1526 3rd St. $325/
Month per Student. 217-549-5402
___________________________4/5
Large 3 Bedroom 1 1/2 Bath House.
W/D, high efficiency. Water heater/furnace, C/A, large open porch, large patio. 307 Polk. $300/Month per student.
217-549-5402
___________________________4/5
AVAILABLE NOW: 2 BR APT., 1305
18TH ST. STOVE, FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, TRASH PAID -- NEWLY REMODELED 2 BR APT., 2001 S. 12TH
STREET STOVE, FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, TRASH PAID 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
Now leasing for August 2013 3 BEDROOM HOUSES ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6th STREET! 1st MONTH FREE!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
4 BEDROOM HOUSE & TOWNHOUSE
AVAILABLE WITH LARGE YARD NEXT
TO CITY PARK. $250 EACH.
217-549-1957
__________________________4/29
3 blocks from Old Main. 2 bedroom
house $300 each. 3 bedroom house
$235 each. 10 month lease.
Call 549-7031.
___________________________4/5
Fall 2013 3 or 4 bedroom house
2 blocks from campus. 2 full baths,
W/D, dishwasher. Call or text
(217) 276-7003
___________________________4/5
Bowers Rentals - 2 bedroom apts.,
$325. 3 & 4 bedroom houses,
$300. 345-4001, www.eiuliving.com
___________________________4/5
New Listing Fall 2013: 3 BR 2 Bath
House 2 Blocks from EIU. 549-0319.
___________________________4/5
Properties available 7th St. 2 blocks
from campus. 4 or 5 bedroom and studio apts with some utilities paid.
Call 217-728-8709.
___________________________4/5
5 BR house on 4th St. 2 BA, with W/D,
Flatscreen TV. Water and trash included. $190/Person. 217-369-1887
___________________________4/5

brewster rockit by tim rickard

4 Bedroom
house
1/2 block
Lantz for!
1,2,3,4…
We’ve
got what
you’reto
looking

Are you stressed out?
Are you sad?
Try free meditation!

3 Bedroom apts. near Arby’s, Lantz

1 person apartments from $335-500/month
2 Bedroom apts. for 1 or for 2, $440-650
2 bedroom 2 person apts. from $290/325 per person
Bedroom
apts. for
1 from
3 1bedroom
3 person
apts.
right$335
next up
to Arby’s
3 bedroom house a short walk to EIU
4 bedroom house ½ block to Lantz or Marty’s

8pm
every Friday!

See the website - Call for an appointment

@ Club House
University Village Apts.
Charleston, IL

www.qsfa.org

For rent
3 bed, 2 bath house for 2012-2013.
W/D, pets possible. Off street parking.
1710 11th Street. 273-2507.
___________________________4/8
2 bedroom apartments on 9th Street.
Available for Fall. All inclusive pricing.
549-1449.
___________________________4/8
www.EIUStudentRentals.com
__________________________4/11
2151 11th Street 4 bedroom duplex 2 1/2 bath, spacious backyard, north of
Greek Court. Rent includes fully furnished unit, trash, parking, cable/internet. 1 MONTH FREE RENT WHEN SIGNING A LEASE! 217-345-3353
__________________________4/11
4, 5 and 6 BR houses on 11th St - all
have W/D, dishwasher, A/C efficient
and affordable. EIUStudentRentals.
com 217-345-9595.
__________________________4/11
1 and 2 BR; close, new and nice. www.
EIUStudentRentals.com, 217-232-9595
__________________________4/11
3 or 5 BD HOUSE ON POLK FLAT
SCREEN, FURNISHED, GARBAGE &
LAWN INCLUDED CALL 549-1628 or
549-0212
__________________________4/12
1431 9TH ST: 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS FOR
LEASE. 217-254-2695
__________________________4/19
New 2-bedroom apts. on 9th Street
ACROSS FROM BUZZARD!
AVAILABLE AUG. 2013
Hurry before they're gone!!!!!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
1 bedroom apts. WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED! OFF STREET PARKING
$390/MONTH buchananst.com or
345-1266
__________________________4/29
Fall '12-'13: 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apts!
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US
OUT AT BUCHANANST.COM OR
CALL 345-1266
__________________________4/29
(3) 2 BEDROOM HOUSES! 2 BEDROOM,
2 BATH, APARTMENTS!
1026 EDGAR! $250 CALL 348-5032
___________________________4/9
4 BR, 2 BA, W/D, large backyard,
2 blocks from campus, 1210 Division.
$200/person. Call Pud, 345-5555.
__________________________4/12
Fall 2013- Affordable- Large, Beautiful, and Spacious One and Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apt. on the
Square over Z's Music. Trash and
Water Incl.- Low Utilities- All New
Appliances and Flooring- Laundry
On-Site- No Pets- Apply 345-2616
__________________________4/12

www.woodrentals. com

1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472

For rent

For rent

1603 12th St. available. 3 bedroom,
1 bathroom house with large basement. $325 per person.
Please call EIP at 345-6210
or email eipoffice@eiprops.com.
__________________________4/12
House for 2013-14: On 2nd Street
1/2 block from Lantz, 6-8 people and
room to spare, 3 bathrooms, CA, W/D,
dishwasher, parking, no pets. 549-9336
__________________________4/15
1, 3, 4 & 6 Bedroom houses. W/D. D/W.
Trash included. Rent is $250 - 300 per
bedroom. 217-273-2292.
__________________________4/16
Nice studio $300, 2 bedroom $450 on
the square. Trash and water included.
Available August 1st. 345-4010
__________________________4/18
5-7 bedroom, 2 bath home on 9th
Street. $250/person 217-345-5037
www.chucktownrentals.com.
__________________________4/26
4 bedroom home $250/person.
No pets. 217/345-5037.
www.chucktownrentals.com.
__________________________4/26

For rent

2 and 3 bedroom homes close to campus. Trash & yard service included.
No pets. 217-345-5037.
__________________________4/26
2 BR APTS 2001 S 12th & 1305 18TH
ST STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
DELUXE 1 BR APTS 117 W POLK &
905 A ST, 1306& 1308 ARTHUR AVE,
STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
1 & 2 bedroom apts. for Fall. Good locations, all electric, A/C, trash pick-up &
parking included. Locally owned and
managed. No pets. 345-7286
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________4/26
5 & 6 bedroom houses for fall.
Good locations, nice units, A/C,
locally owned and managed. No pets.
345-7286. www.jwilliamsrentals.com.
__________________________4/26

SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE.
345-7286.
WWW.JWILLIAMSRENTALS.COM.
__________________________4/26
3 bedroom units available - very nice,
very clean 735 Buchanan Street.
All appliances included fair price,
close to campus 217-962-0790.
__________________________4/26
4-6 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D, A/C
1521 2nd St. $300-325 each!
217-345-3273
__________________________4/26
2 bedroom house W/D, A/C, D/W
1609 12th St. $335 each! 217-345-3273
__________________________4/26
Half a block from Rec Center 3 & 4 bedroom apts. Fully furnished, pet friendly, includes electric, water, internet,
trash, parking, & cable TV.
Half off 1st months rent!
Call or text 217-254-8458
__________________________4/29
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Vicious with a
bass
4 “That’s gotta hurt!”
8 It’s close to 90
13 XL piece: Abbr.
14 Visitor-friendly
Indonesian island
15 __ Mama: rum
drink
16 Voided
18 Woolly beasts
19 Kelly who voiced
Nala in “The Lion
King”
20 “Ooky” family
name
22 Financial degs.
23 Prayer supports?
24 Its four-color logo
no longer has
overlapping
letters
28 First name in jazz
29 Spotty coverage?
30 Canvasses
31 In medias __
32 Re-entry request
33 Spot for many a
curio
34 Solo
36 Hold fast
39 Twist in a gimlet
40 Giant slugger
43 Ebb
44 Latch (onto)
45 Letter-shaped
brace
46 “__ vostra salute!”:
Italian toast
47 Cigna rival
48 Fashion monthly
49 Takes the spread,
e.g.
51 Ethiopia’s
Selassie
52 Winter melon
55 Items that can
open doors
57 “__ never know
what hit ’em!”
58 1-Down unit
59 That, in Tijuana
60 Fresh
61 Boy scout’s
handiwork
62 Additive sold at
AutoZone
DOWN
1 Clink
2 Not virtuous
3 Some kneejerk
responses

4/4/13

By Jeff Chen

4 Beatles song
syllables
5 Delta rival: Abbr.
6 Freshly groomed
7 Diamond
deception found
in this grid nine
times: eight in
square four-letter
clusters, the ninth
formed by the
clusters’ outline
8 Burt’s Bees
product
9 Startup segment
10 Skedaddle
11 Actress Thurman
12 Stockholm flier
15 Hugo’s “Ruy __”
17 Nocturnal bear
21 Wallace of “E.T.”
23 In an arranged
swap, she guesthosted “The
Tonight Show” in
2003 on the
same day Jay
guest-hosted
“The Today
Show”
25 Tripart sandwich
26 Newcastle
specialty
27 French
designer’s inits.

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

30 French door part
32 Nursing a grudge
33 Family nickname
34 Vacation spots
35 Prideful place?
36 Org. with towers
37 Two-bagger:
Abbr.
38 Laurel & Hardy
producer Roach
40 Accommodates
41 Guinness
superlative

4/4/13

42 Syrup source
44 “Golly!”
45 Pb is its symbol
47 “(I’ve Got __ in)
Kalamazoo”
50 With proficiency
51 “Red light!”
52 Nos. not on some
restaurant menus
53 “Got it!”
54 His, in Honfleur
56 Rain-__: bubble
gum brand
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Nixon ignored all of it, fully invested in Sallee’s
program at Eastern because he’d seen her talent before anybody else.
“I don’t even want to hear the offers or be
tempted,” Nixon remembered. “Brady is the one
who’d seen the talent I supposedly had. He’s loyal
That’s all I want.”
Sallee got the point guard he wanted, but when
the four-player recruiting class arrived on campus
in the Summer of 2009, there was another player
who the coaching staff thought was going to take
Edwards’ point guard spot, instead of Nixon.
“We were all looking at Kelsey Wyss as being the
most ready to play the point,” Sallee said.
Wyss impressed in individual workouts and other summer drills, Sallee said, but Nixon asserted
herself when the team started practicing.
“You could see it,” Sallee said. “She was going
to be the one who took the torch and ran with it.”
Buchanan said Nixon didn’t have a choice when
Sallee told her she was the starting point guard,
which meant the team was going to live with its
freshman point guard’s good and bad.
In her first game, the season opener against
Ohio State, Nixon was one of two players to score
at least 10 points — Wyss was the other.
Lucky for the Panthers, Nixon brought a lot of
good things to the table, Buchanan said. Nixon averaged 14 points per game her first year and was
named the Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of
the Year and Defensive Player of the Year.
Sallee credited Nixon’s confident mindset to her
early success, but Nixon said Sallee had a major role
in laying the groundwork.
“I remember thinking, and Brady had a big part
in this, that, ‘They shouldn’t even be out here on
the court with you, so you have to go out and kill
‘em from the get go,’” Nixon said.
By the end of Nixon’s freshman season, Sallee
said he knew she was going to be a special player.
“It was pretty clear we were going to build the
team around her,” Sallee said.
He didn’t know exactly how successful she
would be, until he double-checked her freshman
season stats and noticed she was on pace for the
program’s all-time scoring record.
The record came onto Nixon’s radar at the beginning of this season, but she faced the challenge
of a new coach and new game style.
Eastern promoted Buchanan to head coach,
while Sallee left for the same position at Ball State,
and as soon as practices began, Nixon realized her
role was changing.
“I’d mastered this over the three years where my
opportunities to score were, when it was, how I was
going to get it,” Nixon said. “Now, I have a year to
figure this out.”
She said she figured out her best opportunities
after Christmas as the pressure to break the record
started to build.
“Many people not only expected me to be the
all-time leading scorer, but wanted it,” Nixon said.
Her teammates were included, always telling her
how many she had to score to break the record.
When Eastern was knocked out of the OVC
tournament, Nixon wasn’t sure she would get another game to try to break the record — then the
WNIT called, and Eastern was set to play Missouri
in the first round.
She needed 12 points to break the record and
nobody was going to let her forget it.
Her teammates teased her, saying, “Nobody is
going to remember who finished second.”
She couldn’t walk down the street without some-
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one shouting at her, yelling that they were watching her record.
She couldn’t even have a conversation with her
mom without it being a topic.
“So, how many points do you need now,” her
mom asked.
“Well, I don’t know mother, but I’m sure you’re
going to tell me,” Nixon responded.
She decided it was time to shut everybody up
and break the record.
Against Missouri, she had 12 points by halftime
in one of the best games of her career — her best,
statistically, being a triple-double against Morehead
State in 2010 (17 points, 11 rebounds, 10 assists).
Nixon scored 27 points, three shy of her careerhigh, and led Eastern to its first postseason win in
program history.
“That would’ve been an epic fail if I hadn’t got
that record,” Nixon joked.
She finished her career with 1,924 points, the
all-time best in program history.
Nixon broke the record in a unique way, Buchanan said, by not having to make 3-pointers to
score points as a small guard.
Nixon only made 47 threes in her career and
attempted 1.3 per game, whereas her teammate,
Wyss, made a 171 in her career — a program
best — without reaching 1,000 total points.
She just didn’t have to, Buchanan said, because
she was so explosive getting to the rim.
“She feels like if she can get it to the rim why
would she shoot it out there,” Buchanan said.
In her final game, against Illinois, Nixon
scored 17 points but fouled out late in the game.
Nixon said she never gave up.
“Fouling out sucks,” Nixon said. “I went out
fighting.”
Nixon only fouled out of five games in her career, but said she hopes people remember her always playing her heart out.
“I want people to say, ‘Boy, was it wonderful
watching her play every single time, whether she
was having a good game or bad game,’” Nixon
said.
She has at least earned respect from opposing
coaches around the OVC.
After Eastern lost in the OVC tournament,
Tennessee-Martin coach Kevin McMillan said
it was an honor to coach a team against Nixon.
“The kid has always played with such class
and such heart,” McMillan said. “That’s what
it’s about. It’s about kids like that. It’s about kids
working hard and appreciating a team getting after them, and when the game is over you shake
hands, give hugs and respect what each other has
done.”
Looking back, Nixon said she doesn’t know
how she scored all of those points, especially in
an offense built for post players; however, she said
she appreciates what her coaches and teammates
allowed her to do.
“Do you and do what you’re capable of and
let it come to you,” Nixon remembers Sallee telling her.
It all happened so fast, Nixon said, but her
teammates always wanted the ball in her hands
when the game was on the line.
“I did my best,” Nixon said. “Sometimes it
wasn’t very good, and other times it was great.”
Alex McNamee can
be reached at 581-2812
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.

Riebold ascends
to No. 2 position
By Jaime Lopez
Verge Editor
Jade Riebold has soared to new heights
throughout the course of her pole vaulting career,
but her sports ritual has remained the same all
these years.
Since the start of her vaulting career, Riebold
has kept a list of goals that she reads over before
practice, after practice, before meets and after
meets.
“I take a lot of time to set my goalsdf and
make sure I can accomplish them,” Riebold said.
“I started my list of goals when I started to pole
vault.”
Her most recent accomplishment came at the
NCAA indoor championships in track and field,
and Riebold was able to cross it off her list.
The red-shirt junior cleared the bar at a
height of 14-feet, 7.25-inches, a height that was
7.25-inches taller than her previous career-high.
She took second place in the competition after
reaching that new height.
In the months leading up to indoor nationals,
Riebold was ranked seventh in the nation among
female collegiate pole vaulters, having only
cleared 14 feet once during the indoor season.
Riebold said she never pays attention to other
athletes in competitions, though she always sets
high goals for herself. Even after taking second at
the indoor championships, Riebold said she pays
no attention to her rankings.
Her ranking does not pressure her to do any
better. Riebold explained that her competitor’s
do not cloud her mind when she is competing.
Riebold said during that meet, she was just as
nervous as her first competition, but the insecurities running through her mind have never impacted her performance — at least not in a negative way.
“I’m always nervous, but I channel those
nerves. I use them to my advantage,” Riebold
said.
While she has moved up in rankings — her
current mark would rank her as No. 2 in the nation — Riebold said she is not content with second best.
“Coach Ellis and I wanted to win it,” Riebold
said.
At the meet, junior pole vaulter Natalia Bartnovskaya from the University of Kansas cleared
the same height as Riebold. Essentially, they were
both tied. However, Bartnovskaya was able to get
over the bar with fewer attempts.
With the start of the outdoor season, the rankings have been changed once more, and Riebold
has to climb her way to the top once more.
She is currently tied for 10th in the nation
among collegiate pole vaulters, but the mark that
earned her that ranking is from last spring’s outdoor season, when she was just starting to crack
14 feet.
On the practice field, Riebold often overworks
herself — running more sprints, lifting longer
— to the point where her coach has to hold her
back, before she injures herself.

Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern News

Red-shirt junior pole vaulter Jade Riebold
talks with Kyle Ellis after a successful jump
during the OVC Championships in the Lantz
Fieldhouse. Riebold is ranked second in the
nation for pole vaulting, with a height of 14feet, 7.25-inches.

“I do get told, often, not to do so much,”
Riebold said.
Riebold tries to be the best that she can be,
and hates losing, she said.
Her new goal is to clear a height of 15-feet,
2-inches.
That height, she explained, would make her
the top pole vaulter among collegiate athletes.
Riebold has researched the world’s top athletes
because she wants to be at their level.
She is working toward competing at this summer’s track and field world championships in
Russia.
While finishing up school is important to her,
Riebold said she wants to have a professional career as an athlete before settling into a professional job.
Her dream is to compete on the international circuit.
“It’s a goal I always wake up with,” Riebold
said.
For her, becoming a professional athlete is not
a lofty goal.
“Getting a college degree is important, but I
want to finish my athletic career before I start on
something else,” Riebold said.
Jaime Lopez can
be reached at 581-2812
or jlopez2@eiu.edu.

CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
Close to campus - 1 bedroom apartment to
rent. Pet friendly, fully furnished, cable TV,
electric, internet, water, trash are included.
Lowest price in town! Half off 1st months
rent. Call or text today 217-254-8458
_____________________________ 4/29
Great location! 1 and 2 bedroom apt. for
rent! Pet friendly, fully furnished, includes
cable, water, electric, internet, & trash.
Half off 1st months rent!
Call or text today 217-254-8458
_____________________________ 4/29
4 BR, 2 BA DUPLEX, 1 BLK FROM EIU,
1520 9th ST, STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_____________________________ 4/29

For rent
2 BR APTS 955 4th ST, STOVE, FRIG,
MICROWAVE, DISHWASHER,
1 CAR GARAGE, WATER & TRASH PD.
217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_____________________________ 4/29
FALL 2013 1812 9TH STREET 1 BED/ 3
BED, 1205/1207 GRANT 3 BED. MUST
SEE. CALL/TEXT FOR SPECIALS
217-348-0673/217-549-4011
SAMMYRENTALS.COM.
_____________________________ 4/29
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor,
over 20 years experience. 345-4489.
www.woodrentals.com
_____________________________ 4/29

For rent
NEW STUDIO AND 1 BEDROOM APTS. Available August 2013! W/D, dishwasher, central heat, A/C!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_____________________________ 4/29
Tour RAYMONDHOMESEIU.COM
check Availability, Features,
Convenient Locations, for 1-7 persons.
Call 345-3253, 618-779-5791, email
RaymondPropertiesLLC@gmail.com.
Reliable maintainance, Affordable, Ask about
our one month free rent offer, call today.
_____________________________ 4/29
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12
UP TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING AT
$30/MONTH. 217-348-7746
_____________________________ 5/30

For rent
$100 off Security deposit for 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. tricountymg.com
_____________________________ 4/29
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
For 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor plan, 3 &
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, deck, central air,
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Free trash and
parking, low utility bills, local responsive
landlord. Starting @ $210/person. Available
Fall 2013, Lease length negotiable.
217-246-3083.
_____________________________ 4/29
Great Location! Rent starting at
$300/month. Find your studio 1, 2, 3 BD
apartment at Lincolnwood-Pinetree.
217-345-6000.
_____________________________ 4/29

For rent
1st Semester Leases beginning Fall 2013
available for studio 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apts. at Lincolnwood-Pinetree. 345-6000.
_____________________________ 4/29
3 & 4 BD, 2 BATH FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED CLEAN, SAFE, AND WELL MAINTAINED! RENT AS LOW AS $275.00
1140 EDGAR DR. WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.
COM 217-345-6100
_____________________________ 4/30
Fall 2013. All Inclusive. 1 Bedroom Apartments. East of Buzzard. rcrrentals.com.
217-345-5832
_____________________________ 4/30
www.jensenrentals.com 217-345-6100
_____________________________ 4/30

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU is the recipient of the 2012-13 Team Sportsmanship Award for both men’s and women’s basketball.
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DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Nixon: ‘It all happened so fast’
Senior journeys her way to the top through support, drive
By Alex McNamee
Staff Reporter
She was just a naïve freshman point
guard from Michigan City, Ind., with
unabashed dreams of collegiate success, starting from the first game — a
road battle against third-ranked Ohio
State in 2009.
She was in tears by the end of that
first game, a 23-point drubbing at
the hand of the Buckeyes, telling her
mom that she hoped her whole career
wouldn’t be as disappointing as that
loss.
“I’m coming (into the Ohio State
game) thinking we’re about to kick
some butt,” Ta’Kenya
Nixon said. “I’m upset.”
Nixon was visibly
emotional after the
game, getting quizzical looks from her
teammates, who wondered if she was crazy
for thinking the Eastern women’s basketball
team could beat the
third best team in the
nation.
“Well, Brady said we
could beat ‘em! He wouldn’t say that
if we couldn’t,” she cried to her teammates.
She’d believe anything Brady Sallee,
the coach, said the team could do and
she continued to even though the first
game didn’t go as planned.
“From that point on, whoever
Brady said we could beat, we were going to beat,” Nixon said.
As it turned out, the loss in the first
game of her career was only but a blip
on the radar of her four-year career
that featured 83 total wins.
The emotional, competitive player that made her career in Lantz Arena began her story in fifth grade at
Knapp Elementary School in her
hometown.
Freddie Lee, a social studies and
physical education teacher at Knapp
Elementary, saw Nixon’s raw ability
and suggested she start playing basketball.
By her own evaluation, Nixon was
awful; however, her speed kept her
competitive against players who could
make layups and dribble with their
left hand — two things she couldn’t
do.
“I remember a lot of times I’d steal
the ball on one end; I would go down
and be so fast, I’d miss a layup but get
my own rebound and have enough
time to stand there and put it up on
the corner so it would go in,” Nixon

State in Georgia.
“I found the point guard I want,”
Sallee told her, asking her to start a
scout file on Nixon.
Timmons had heard of Nixon, but
didn’t know much about her. Sallee
said Nixon was being under-recruited
at the time he spotted her.
The coaching staff jumped on the
recruiting trail, determined to sign
Nixon. Once she met Sallee, she was
sold on the program.
“The recruiting process with him
was how I wanted my college career
to go — it was smooth,” Nixon said.
Sallee didn’t put pressure on her to
hurry up and commit to the school,
like other coaches did,
she said.
Other schools pushed
her to sign letters of intent quickly because
they had other point
guard prospects coming
to visit their schools.
Nixon said the recruiting process was
Brady Sallee, former head coach
brutal, but she enjoyed
being exposed to some
of the best college basketball programs, which
were trying to court oth“You could tell it was a wonderful er Soldiers’ players.
“Playing in these tournaments
place to be,” Nixon said. “I just wantwhere you have LSU, Duke, all these
ed to be around that.”
The Soldiers were loaded with prep people just sitting there at your game
talent, including Skylar Diggins (now — it was amazing,” Nixon said.
She committed to Eastern before
at Notre Dame), Emily Phillips (now
at Penn State) and Ashley Varner her senior season, but the Eastern
coaching staff faced a dilemma of
(now at Valparaiso).
“I was there to learn and get better, its own in Charleston: How to reand to watch these girls who are con- place point guard Megan Edwards,
sidered the elite,” Nixon said. “The a trustworthy floor general who dehard work — oh my goodness, you cided to forgo her last year of eligibility to graduate with her senior
have no idea.”
Nixon said the transition from the class.
Edwards was a part of a senior
Lady Wolves to the Soldiers meant
she went from the hardest worker on class that helped get the Eastern program on its feet and become successthe team to being the “norm.”
However, Nixon’s outgoing person- ful again.
Current Eastern coach Lee Buchanality and work ethic were developed
while playing for the Soldiers, espe- an, who was Sallee’s assistant when he
cially with competition like Diggins, recruited Nixon, said Edwards was a
controlled guard, all about walking
another point guard.
“That in itself made me the player the ball up the court and executing
plays.
that I was,” Nixon said.
With Nixon’s commitment, the
Nixon also experienced the recruitment process for the first time with coaching staff was prepared to replace
the Soldiers, which is where Sallee, Edwards with a point guard who
who is now the coach at Ball State, played “100 miles an hour,” Buchanan said.
first saw her.
Back in Michigan City, however,
Sallee was in Chicago, scouting
Morgan Palombizio (now a red-shirt Nixon was starting to get calls from
junior at Eastern), when he noticed other schools interested in her afa small, quick point guard who was ter she got more exposure playing
in the spring and summer after her
“playing the game the right way.”
He called assistant coach Quacy senior season with the Soldiers and
Timmons, who is now at Columbus an AAU team called the Indianaporemembered. “I was so bad.”
She continued to improve into seventh grade, motivated by her older sister, Rakia, who often bragged
about how much better at basketball
she was.
When Rakia quit playing, Nixon
stuck with it. She was so good that
she felt responsible to her teammates
and coaches to keep going.
Brian Studtman gave her the opportunity to play for an Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) team called the
Lady Wolves. Once she blossomed
into the team’s top players, she moved
up to a much more elite AAU team,
the South Bend Soldiers.

"You could see it. She was
going to be the one who
took the torch and ran with
it."

Z achary White | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Ta’Kenya Nixon, a senior guard, currently carries the Eastern women’s
basketball all-time scoring record with 1,924 points scored. The previous
record was set by Rachel Galligan in 2009 with 1,891 points.

lis Family.
Schools like Indiana State and
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, both which had pulled
away from recruiting her earlier in the
year, were back and interested.

Big Ten schools like Michigan and
Michigan State asked her to visit their
campuses, but didn’t promise a scholarship.
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Tough sacrifices are made
to succeed at tugs
Page 4

Could Delta Delta Delta
be 5-year Greek Sing champs?
Page 5

Greeks will have chance to be
fake rockstars in Air Band
Page 8
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Greek Week 2013
calendar of events

Saturday, April 6

Event: Air Band
Where: Lantz Arena
When: 7 p.m.
Cost: $10 at MLKJU
ticket offfice, $15 at door

Saturday, April 6

Event: Air Band
Where: Lantz Arena
When: 7 p.m.
Cost: $10 at MLKJU
ticket offfice, $15 at door

Sunday, April 7

Event: Greek Sing
Where: Lantz Arena
When: 1 p.m.
Cost: $10 at MLKJU
ticket offfice, $15 at door

THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 2013

Greek
alphabet
guide

Α

alpha

Β

beta

Γ

Δ

Ε

Ζ

Η

Θ

gamma delta
epsilon zeta

Monday, April 8

Event: Tugs
Where: Campus Pond
When: 4 p.m.
Cost: Free

Wednesday, April 10
Event: Tugs
Where: Campus Pond
When: 4 p.m.
Cost: Free

Friday, April 12

Event: Tugs
Where: Campus Pond
When: 4 p.m.
Cost: Free

eta

theta

Ι

Κ

iota

kappa

Λ

Μ

Ν

Ξ

lambda mu
nu

ksi

Ο

Π

Ρ

Σ

omicron pi
Saturday, April 13

Event: Pyramids
Where: Practice fields
When: 11 a.m.
Cost: Free

Event: Tugs Finals
Where: Campus Pond
When: noon
Cost: Free

Monday, April 15

Event: Awards Banquet
Where: MLKJU Grand
Ballroom
When: 7 p.m.
Cost: Free

rho

sigma

Τ

Υ

tau

upsilon

Φ

Χ

phi

Ψ
psi

chi

Ω
omega
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CHAPTER ESTABLISHMENT

Life, death of Greek Life

Chi Phi brothers recall struggles, failures of becoming a chartered fraternity
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor

their smaller size, each member had
to take on multiple positions.
In order for a fraternity or sorority to become founded at Eastern,
With eyes full of regret, Jack Swan
members must first get approval from
stared off into the distance as he reGreek Life, Craig said.
membered the last breaths of his
The prospective members also have
now-gone fraternity.
to look around at other established
“We were so close,” he said, shakGreek chapters not on Eastern’s caming his head.
pus and decide which they would
On Dec. 14, the doors closed on
want to bring to Eastern.
Eastern’s chapter of the Chi Phi col“We really liked what Chi Phi
ony, after a nearly three-year struggle
stood for, and it’s never been at Eastto become chartered.
ern,” Craig said.
Swan, a junior special education
Day said after the colony is estabmajor, was part of the Chi Phi cololished as a fraternity, the hard part is
ny’s first rushing class.
far from over.
“We only had four people in that
“There’s more pressure on you afclass,” Swan said.
ter you become
The low numa fraternity,” she
bers during recruit- "We were so close. We were right there; we just
said. “The limement is ultimately
light is on you.”
what doomed the needed that last push."
She said after
colony from beJack Swan, junior special education major
five or six years,
coming a chartered
the fraternity or
fraternity on cam“I didn’t want just two guys sorority becomes more of a self-runpus, he said.
“After establishing yourself as a col- bringing me in and having every- ning entity.
“After the founding members pass
ony, you have three years – that’s na- one else not want me,” she said. “I
tional rules – to get 25 guys to be- wanted to make sure everyone was along what they know, it becomes
easier,” she said.
come chartered,” Swan said. “We OK with it.”
When the fraternity or sorority beDay said when she first started out
couldn’t get that many.”
During the Fall 2012 semester, the at the colony, it did not seem like a comes disbanded, the members receive alumni status.
Chi Phi colony had a rushing class of fraternity in the making.
Swan said it is possible for him to join
“They were more like a struggling
zero members.
another fraternity, but it would mean
Swan said one of the most frus- RSO,” she said.
Although Chi Phi had trouble with contacting the national office of Chi Phi
trating parts of the colony being shut
down was the fact that at one point recruiting – when Day came on board and formally request to be released.
Swan said he was denied his rethe colony was close to becoming there were only seven members – she
said the colony also suffered from a quest to be released from Chi Phi and
chartered.
cannot rush any fraternity.
“We had 19 people once,” he said. lack of outside support.
“I filled out all the paperwork to
“There was no alumni support,”
Jono Craig, one of the founding
fathers of Chi Phi, said the members Day said. “The closest chapter was be released,” he said. “I don’t identify with Chi Phi anymore.”
of the colony had trouble finding the five and a half hours away.”
Alumni members of a closed coloAlong with little alumni support,
right recruiting techniques.
“Nothing worked well for us,” he Chi Phi also had almost no support ny or fraternity can still wear the colors and letters of their organization
from the Greek community.
said.
“A few council members refused to but cannot participate in functions
Craig also said not having an official house with the Chi Phi letters did recognize Chi Phi as a part of Greek put on by the organization on Eastern’s campus.
Life,” Day said.
not hurt the recruiting process.
Both Craig and Swan expressed
She also said there was a lack of
Swan said during the life of Eastern’s chapter of Chi Phi, the colony drive in the members, and because of their disappointment at the colony
went through eight advisers, including Jenna Day.
“Jenna was great – she knew how
to be successful,” he said. “She would
always be pushing us to try harder.”
Day, a graduate student in the
CATS department, was first approached because of her experience
with Greek life.
“We met in a Starbucks, and there
were only two of them there,” Day
said. “We went over things like a new
member plan and why they needed to
exist.”
One of the first things Day did after coming on board the colony was
have the rest of the colony vote her
in.

What it takes to be chartered
A group of motivated
individuals must take up the
initiative to form a colony.

The colony must attract as
many interested students
as possible to swell their
numbers and get closer to
the goal of being chartered.

If a colony attracts 25
members within three years,
it can becomed chartered.

Gr aphic by tim deters | the daily eastern ne ws

being disbanded.
“We were so close,” Swan said,
pounding his fist on the table. “We
were right there; we just needed that
last push.”
During the same time the Chi Phi
colony was shut down, another colony also faced a similar demise.

1, 2, 3, and 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE JUNE OR AUGUST
For appointment

*Quiet
locations

phone
217-348-7746

*As low as
$285/mo each
person

GO GREEK!

820 LINCOLN AVE, CHARLESTON, IL
Office Hours 9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
www.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
	
  

GO GREEK!!!

Kappa Delta wishes all
Sororities and Fraternities
Good Luck
during
GREEK WEEK 2013
	
  

The DEN
RUN WITH US.

217-581-2816

The Beta Theta Pi colony was
closed down in 2012 as well, although no members of the colony
were available to comment.
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.
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TUGS PREVIEW
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The Delta Tau Delta little mens rope tugs against Sugma Nu on April 11, 2012, at Campus Pond. Sigma Nu won the tug after 1:39. Tugs teams are broken down into three categories: Big men,
eight tuggers on each side weighing no more than 1,800 pounds in total for each team; little men, 10 tuggers on each side weighing no more than 1,750 pounds in total for each team; and
women, 10 tuggers on each side weighing no more than 1,650 pounds in total for each team.

Greeks prepare to pull for their pride

By Robyn Dexter
News Editor

Members of the Greek community will strain,
pull and sweat for the honor and glory that comes
with one of Greek Week’s most popular events:
tugs.
Sarah Johnson, the chairwoman of the rules and
games committee for Greek Week, explained the
simple-yet-complicated concept behind the competition.
Tugs is a huge game of tug of war where sororities and fraternities are pitted against each other in
a competition of strength and endurance, she said.
The tugs competition is made up of three sets of
teams: little men’s, big men’s and women’s.
This year, there are nine women teams, eight little men teams and 10 big men teams.
The teams are composed of maximum combined weight limits: 1,800 pounds for big men,
1,750 pounds for little men and 1,650 for women.
Big men’s has eight tuggers that tug on each side,

while women’s and little men’s have 10 on each
side.
“Tugs takes place over the Campus Pond and
begins with a single gunshot,” Johnson said.
She said the tugs range in length of time and often vary greatly.
“Sometimes they’re five minutes long or as short
as 45 seconds,” she said. “They get really long and
intense, especially the boys.”
A team wins a tug when the other team’s first
three members on the rope end up in the Campus
Pond.
Over the years, Johnson said the most epic stories
she has heard are of the tugs that take the longest.
“They can’t even walk at the end of tugs,” she
said. “You just feel for them because they’re on the
rope for so long with such pained faces.”
Tuggers have been training since the beginning
of February, putting in long hours each day to prepare for those few minutes that will matter the
most, Johnson said.
“I know people have been frustrated because of

In the final weeks before the fraternities and sororities are preparing to tug, Johnson said practicing on the rope as opposed to being inside doing
workouts is crucial.
“All the changes in weather lately have really been messing (the
tuggers) up,” she said.
"There is only one word to describe it: intense.
Members of the Eastern
community that
They live for this."
have never been to tugs
can expect an intense
Sarah Johnson, chairwoman of rules and games committee
time, Johnson said.
“It’s a lot of peoples’ favorite Greek Week
“But who knows? We might have snow this
event to come watch because you really have
year,” she said.
Johnson said she has been working with her no idea (what you’re in for),” she said. “There’s
committee since the very beginning of training and only one word to describe it: intense. They live
has been pulling together aspects such as training for this.”
and the bracket.
“It’s a lot of work, especially with weigh-ins,” she
Robyn Dexter can
said. “I’ve worked with campus maintenance, the
be reached at 581-2812
police department for the gun…just a lot of little
or redexter@eiu.edu.
things that have to fall into place.”
the recent snow, and they can’t get outside to practice,” she said. “We’re hoping for no rain this year,
because last year was just a mess with the mud.”
Just in case, she said there are tarps that can be
used to prevent the majority of slippage.

TUGS PREVIEW

Tuggers training since last year for competition
By Amanda Wilkinson
City Editor
Team practices, training and conditioning were
not allowed until Feb. 6, but this did not stop
many individuals from training for tugs before winter break.
James Alvarado, a senior kinesiology and sports
studies major and the Sigma Pi little men’s coach,
said there was a group of guys he knew were going
to participate in tugs before winter break.
“I told them to go home, start lifting, start running, start getting ready for tugs, then come back to
school,” he said.
Alvarado said his team also practices with the Alpha Phi sorority.
Alvarado said he had his team working outside
as much as possible.
“First, we started conditioning as a team every day,” he said. “When we had the opportunity to grab the rope, we’d get outside even with the
weather being bad.”
Alvarado said he has his team practice tugging as
much as possible to build up their endurance.
“We’ll try to hold off the opponent, walk them
forward, going back and forth so we can build up
our endurance in our legs,” he said. “We go 100
percent every time.”
Along with training, Alvarado said for little
men’s, the whole team is losing weight in preparation for the tug.
He said he makes sure the team drinks plenty of
water, eats healthy and stays away from junk food.
Alvarado said his team practices about an hour
and a half everyday.
“All we do is practice outside,” he said. “We don’t
practice inside at all.”
Alvarado said the most important thing for his
team is practicing the snap.
The snap is when the two teams run with the
rope, the rope slack is pulled and either one team
is pulled to forward or the force is equal and both
teams are jolted.

Danny Putlak, senior athletic training major and
the Sigma Chi men’s coach, said his team completely changed their training strategy from last year.
“Last year, we had an instance where the big
men had a four-and-half-minute tug,” he said. “We
didn’t have enough endurance to make it through.
It was a real stand-off kind of tug, and then it just
got to the point where we lost.”
Putlak said they used to focus more on strength,
whereas now they are focused on endurance.
He said they started doing circuit training with
one-and-a-half-minute stations of cardio, rope
training, tuck jumps and other exercises.
“We just keep on working on different muscular
techniques because you’ve got to have endurance,
strength and power,” Putlak said. “Your power and
speed – that’s usually what you have on the snap.”
He said for the snap, he and his team do rope
pulls with 20-meter sprints.
Putlak said they have been training outside for
about an hour and a half five to six days a week
with at least one rest day.
In the Sigma Chi chapter room, Putlak and his
team members did walk backs with the rope while
others did wall sits, tuck jumps and ran throughout the house.
Walk-backs are a tugs practice when people with
equal force take turns pulling and being pulled,
thus walking back and forth.
“I think us doing these circuits is really beneficial
for those purposes,” Putlak said.
Sara Ellison, a senior marketing major and Delta Zeta co-captain, said they have been doing everything from Insanity videos, stair running and different stations.
“Now it’s just rope work: A lot of things outside
in the field, learning how to tug on the rope, getting the girls used to the feeling of tugging because
it’s a little different than anything else you would
have in a sport,” she said. “It’s more of a technique.”
Ellison said they practice five days a week, but
as the event day comes closer, they will add an extra day of practice.

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Becca Zucarelli and the Kappa Delta Tugs team fight to keep from going into Campus Pond
during their tug in April 2012. Many teams have been training since before winter break,
through exercise and diet, in preparation for this year's tugs competition.

She said she does not think there is a strategy to
tugs besides trying to be fast and having adequate
endurance for the tug.
“Hopefully, your girls have enough endurance
basically to last through a tug if it’s up to five minutes,” Ellison said. “We train up to tugging five
minutes some nights just because there are cases
where in the past we’ve had a four-and-half minute tug.”
She said her team focuses on doing full-body
workouts and lifting weights.
Her team is not on any type of specific diet, Ellison said.
“We just tell them to eat a little healthier,” she
said. “But we don’t monitor that or watch that at
all.”

Ellison said it is up to them to make their own
decisions about their diets.
“Obviously, as it gets later on in the season,
they’ve come to realize that probably eating
something like Chubby’s or Joey’s before you
come to practice isn’t going to be a good idea,”
she said.
Ellison said as the event day comes closer, the
harder they train.
“We’re trying to keep endurance up so we can
do a five-minute tug if need be, come time for that
day,” she said.
Amanda Wilkinson can
be reached at 581-2812
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.
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GREEK SING

Sorority seeks 5th win in a row
Delta Delta Delta
chooses “Revolution”
as their theme
By Rachel Rodgers
Editor-in-Chief
The raw excitement Daah Hogan felt
when she geared up her vocals for Greek
Sing as a freshman has transformed into a
mountain of pressure.
April 7 will mark her fourth year competing in Greek Sing with her sisters of Delta
Delta Delta sorority, and she has no plans to
coast on her commitments.
The stakes have grown immensely for Hogan’s last year because the sorority will vie
to earn the first-place title for the fifth year
in a row.
“The fact we’ve won the last four years is
an awesome legacy to set, but it is scary,” she
said. “It gives us more motivation to do well,
but you can definitely feel the tension.”
Hogan, a senior communication studies major, is not the only one in the chapter
swarmed with the pressure of continuing the
winning streak.
Kristin O’Machel, a senior education major, finds herself in the same mindset to
work harder for her fourth consecutive year
in Greek Sing.
“We seniors have won every year, and we
want to leave with a bang,” she said.
The time commitment put into each week
can total about 25 hours, depending on how
the harmony is progressing and what other
factors individuals come across.
Tri-Delta consists of more than 100 members, and about 60 will compete in Greek
Sing. Greek Sing rules dictate that at least 40
percent of a chapter’s members must participate, with a minimum of at least six people
singing at once.
Chapters can practice anytime between 8
a.m. and midnight, and Tri-Delta members
began harmonizing in February three days a
week and have progressed to two-hour practices Monday through Thursday.
“The time we put into this gives us more
opportunities to bond with our sisters and
all work toward a common goal,” Hogan said. “We begin to know each others’
strengths and weaknesses and are able to put
our best foot forward in the judges’ eyes.”
In past years, the chapter has focused on
revolving around a central theme, this year’s
being “Revolution.”
A strong, catchy theme that makes the audience members feel like they are being involved stands out when judges make their
decisions, said Rebecca Johnson, the Greek

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Members of Delta Delta Delta sorority perform during Greek Sing on March 27, 2011, in Lantz Arena. The sorority won first place in the competition in 2011, and they look to win their fifth first-place win in this year’s Greek Sing.

Sing and Air Band coordinator for the Greek
Week overall committee.
Each year comes with its own unique
challenges, O’Machel said.
Last year, the chapter sang “Beyond the
Sea” in French, she added.
“None of the girls spoke French, and it
was really hard to mimic the sounds and
make sure all of the notes were on key,”
O’Machel said. “We had people holding up
signs to help with the pronunciation.”
With the stress of juggling the Greek Sing
time commitment and academics, Hogan said
some of the most fun comes after practices.
“We practice until we can’t practice anymore, but then we will destress together by
watching ‘Sons of Anarchy’ or something,”
she said. “It is a lot of work, but we try to
make sure we make it the most fun it can
be.”
Greek Sing will take place at 1 p.m. on Sunday in Lantz Arena. Tickets are $10 at the ticket
booth or $15 at the door.
FILE PHOTO | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Rachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.

Daah Hogan and Sarah Crawford, senior communication studies majors and members of Delta
Delta Delta sorority, celebrate winning first place at the Greek Sing Competition April 3, 2011,
in Lantz Arena.

TUGS

Tugs lineup
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HISTORY

Greek Week has long history
By Chacour Koop
Special Projects
Certain Greek Week traditions
have remained the same since its formation almost 60 years ago, but several activities have changed or been
added, such as an emphasis on community service.
Some of the events were a part of
Eastern tradition before the annual
week celebrating Greek life began.
Such is the case with Tugs, which
were campus activities before the first
Greek Week in February of 1954.
Greek Sing actually
Sometimes, however, even the
seemingly steadfast events have been
marked by memorable moments.
Take the Greek Sing competition
in 1981 for example.
According to an account in The
Daily Eastern News from that year,
an Eastern alumnus went running
through the crowd at Greek Sing as
groups transitioned on stage.
He was wearing nothing but a
white bow tie with blue polka dots.
Officials at the event vowed to
press charges, and the Union Area
Head Bill Clark quieted the crowd so
the singing could continue.
Sigma Kappa sorority won the
competition, but some organizers
were upset the competition would be
remembered by the streaker.
“It did hurt the event. Today, people aren’t talking about how good the
Sig Kaps sang. They’re talking about
the streaker,” Clark told The Daily
Eastern News in 1981.
The emphasis on Greek Sing, Tugs
and Airband — the most recently
added of the three — remains, but
there is now a greater emphasis on
community service, said Dean Harwood, the director of fraternity and
sorority programs.
“This is only my third year at EIU,
and my third Greek Week. The biggest changes are that there is now a
greater emphasis on community service, and we have added an educa-

tional speaker as of last year,” Harwood said.
Greek Week has incorporated philanthropy since at least 1957 when
the five existing fraternities, according to The Daily Eastern News, “expressed a desire to support Hungarian students either by supplying room
and board or through financial aid.”
At the time, the people of Hungary were revolting against their government and its Soviet policies.
Later in 1977, Deanna Donnelly
organized the first Greek Week dance
marathon to raise funds for muscular
dystrophy research. The dance lasted
12 hours from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Ballroom.
Harwood said every generation of
Greek students are different from the
past — even in the way they communicate.
“Current college students have
grown up in a highly connected, electronic age, and that changes how they
communicate and connect. There are
also many cultural and external factors that lead to differences,” Harwood said.
According to The Daily Eastern
News, the Greek Week used to annually conclude with a keg party shared
between all sororities and fraternities.
In 1977, it was reported that the
site of the “kegger” was moved to Eli
Sidwell’s farm about six miles southeast of Charleston.
The party was reportedly a 50-keg
kegger.
As there have been many longstanding traditions, Harwood said he
thinks events will continue to evolve.
“I would expect that when alumni come back for Greek Week 20
years into the future, they will still see
some elements that they recognize,
with unforeseen new activities,” Harwood said.

The emergence of Greek Life, Week staples

Chacour Koop can
be reached at 581-2812
or cmkoop@eiu.edu.
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Volunteering center of Greek Week
By Amanda Wilkinson
City Editor
Volunteering has become a tradition
of Greek Week, but this year, the community service committee has extended
volunteering past the week of games and
celebrations.
Charlie Jaques, the community service chairperson, said the committee has
already hosted two of their Greek Week
events called “Greek Days of Service.”
“This year, we really wanted to make
it a bigger part of the entire process,” he
said.
Aiesha Rice, a senior family and consumer sciences major, a committee
member and member of Kappa Delta,
said Greek Week used to be taken over
by Air Band, Greek Sing and Tugs.
“This year, they’ve put more emphasis on volunteering and giving back to
our community and campus,” she said.
Jaques said the committee hosted an
international, national and local day of
service.
He said for their international day,
they had Greek students come in and
paint masks for art classes in German
and maracas that went to Spain.
“For the first service event, we had
over 700 students come,” Jaques said.

“We did almost 500 hours of community service.”
He said so far, this has been his favorite Greek Week community service
event this year.
“It’s been awesome because it really showed the drive that Greeks have
to give back,” Jaques said. “(Greek students) are supposed to stay for a half an
hour to get points… but we had huge
numbers of Greeks stay anywhere from
an hour to some staying three or four.”
Rice also said her favorite was the international day of service.
“It was a lot of fun to see all the different masks the Greek members made,”
she said. “They could decorate these
masks and they were awesome. It was
really fun to see the (fraternity) guys
doing it because you wouldn’t think of
them as crafty.”
For the national day, students came
in and made disaster preparedness kits
and toys for children of fallen soldiers,
Jaques said.
He said throughout all the Greek
Week activities, there will be canisters
out for Coin Wars.
“We’re doing Coin Wars for the
chapters to raise money for a local baseball diamond in Humboldt to be completed,” Jaques said. “Our goal is to raise

$4,000 to complete that for the school
district there.”
He said on April 9, the canisters
will be in front of the Food Court in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“People from the Eastern community as a whole can donate money, and
we’re going to talk to them about what
the money’s going towards,” Jaques said.
They will also be hosting “Jefferson
Fun Day” on April 11 at Jefferson Elementary School.
The all-day event will include crafts,
carnival games and some dodge ball,
Jaques said.
He said there will also be costume
characters walking around to interact
with the children.
Elise Ramsey, a fourth-grade teacher, coordinator for the event and adviser
for Alpha Gamma Delta, said Jefferson
Fun Day has been a tradition for Greek
Week for 14 years.
She said the elementary students look
forward to the day.
“They have a ball—they really, really do,” Ramsey said. “I think that they
enjoy all of it whether it’s the crafts or
whether it’s going outside. Of course,
the dunk tank is very popular.”
She said while the elementary stu-

Submitted Photo

Greek members volunteered their time to paint masks for the International Day of Service. Charlie Jaques, the community service chair, said they
had more than 700 students come paint the masks that were sent to art
classes in Germany.

dents enjoy the games, they really enjoy
interacting with the college students.
“The college students come in and
craft, they come into the classroom, and
they sit and talk with the students. They
talk about school or talk about a project
they’re making and get to know them,”
Ramsey said.
Jaques said the committee is excited
to have fun with the children on Jefferson Fun Day.
“I would say that is one of the biggest
positives is the Eastern students being involved with our students,” Ramsey said.

But most of all, Jaques said it is important to him to give back to the community that he grew up in.
“It’s really meaningful to see other people care so much about the community,” he said. “I’m from this area. I
graduated from Mattoon. It’s awesome
to see people from all walks of life give
back to a community that I personally
am a part of and I care so much about.”
Amanda Wilkinson can
be reached at 581-2812
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.
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HOUSING

REMEMBERANCE

Many joys, challenges to Greek Life Deceased
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor
In Gre e k C o u r t a t t h e Si g ma Alpha Epsilon house, a few of
the members gather in the chapter room to watch TV after getting
home from class.
In the house next to them, a
group of Alpha Sigma Tau sorority members come together in their
own chapter room to practice for
Greek Sing.
Off-campus, in the Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity house, members sit
in front of a TV, watching the Chicago Blackhawk’s game.
Paddles decorated with each of
the Greek organization’s letters and
inside jokes fill the walls of each of
these houses.
Living off-campus versus oncampus can be quite different for
members of Greek Life.
Matt Campbell, the secretary and
associate member educator of Phi
Theta Kappa, said one aspect of living off-campus he has noticed is the
increase in freedom.
“People pop in all the time, and
we really just have a landlord to answer to,” Campbell said.
The old Phi Kappa Theta house
was located on Third Street until
this year when they moved to Ninth
Street.
Campbell said the reason for the
move was because of disagreements
with their landlord, and they found
their new house in the classifieds
section.
Campbell said he did not think it
was unusual for an off-campus fraternity to be moving around to different chapter houses.
Another difference that is noticeable between the off-campus and
on-campus housing is how roommates are decided on.
“ We don’t have roommates,”
Campbell said. “We each get our
own room.”
Brittney Munos, president of Alpha Sigma Tau, said, while she has
her own room – because she is the

president – other women have to
have roommates.
In both the Alpha Sigma Tau
house and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
house, the rooms are suite style with
a bathroom joining two rooms.
In the Phi Kappa Theta house,
the rooms are stand-alone rooms.
Paul Stephens, the house manager for Sigma Alpha Epsilon, said
one advantage to living in the chapter house is being in a centralized
location.
“We can have members all over
campus,” he said. “This is the place
where we become organized.”
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon house
currently has 20 members housed
there, though it has room for 30.
Vinny Drake, the president of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, said he enjoyed the fact that he can see his
brothers day-to-day.
“People visit a lot, but there’s always people in the chapter room,
just hanging out,” he said.
Munos agreed.
“You can walk down the hall and
see somebody you know,” she said.
“There’s always at least three people
in the chapter room.”
However, the close quarters can
lead to a rapid spread of illness, she
warned.
“Sicknesses spread quickly,” Munos said.
Both Munos and Drake said
there were no special rules unique
to their houses, and the members
only have to follow the national
standards.
One of the national polices for
on-campus Greek organizations is
no alcohol in the chapter houses.
Because they are off-campus,
Campbell said they only abide by
the over-21 law.
“I don’t have to hide this,” he
said, grasping a bottle of beer.
Even though the members of Phi
Kappa Theta have different aspects
than the fraternities and sororities
on campus, Jersey Milano, the vice
president of Phi Kappa Theta, said
there were some downsides.

NEW 2-bedroom apts. on 9th St. across from
Buzzard Hall!
NEW 1-bedroom apts. on Garfield Ave.!
GREAT 1&3-bedroom apts on 6th St.!

*Available August 2013*
GO GREEK!

student
to be
honored
By Seth Schroeder
Associate News Editor

Dominic Baima | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Caleb Carter, a junior nursing major, plays ping-pong in the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon house on Tuesday.

“Recruitment is always a downfall,” he said.
Campbell agreed.
“Greek Court is right next to
Carman Hall, and that’s where they
get like 90 percent of their recruits,”
he said. “The first thing they see are
the letters.”
Campbell said the members have
had to adapt to this by recruiting
on what Campbell called a “floorto-floor” level.
“We get a lot of people from Taylor Hall,” he said. “Members have
to go through and individually recruit.”

Both the Alpha Sigma Tau house
and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house
have chapter rooms big enough to
contain every member of their organization on campus – while the Phi
Kappa Theta house resorts to going
to the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union for chapter meetings.
“I would love to expand this living room and make a bigger chapter
room,” Campbell said, gesturing to
the packed living area.
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.

In honor of Lauren Leffler, an Eastern student who died in June 2012, the
Student Dietetic Association is hosting
“Lauren’s Run” Saturday at the Panther
Trail.
Leffler was a senior family and consumer sciences major concentrating in
dietetics and was set to graduate Dec.
15, 2012. She died after being hit by a
car while crossing a street in her hometown of Bloomington.
Maggie Geraci, one of the main organizers of the run, said she and Leffler
were both involved in the association
and the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
“She was a great girl,” she said. “She
was really active.”
Geraci, a senior and family and consumer sciences major, said the association chose an event like a run because
part of dietetics is about being fit and
healthy.
“I think it will help,” she said. “This
will be a good way to remember her.”
Geraci said registration begins at noon
Saturday and the actual race starts at 1
p.m. The run costs $12, and Geraci said
the cost includes a blue T-shirt that says,
“Lauren’s Run.” She said there will be
prizes such as gift baskets and candy for
the first through third place male and female runners. All proceeds from the run
go to Mother’s Against Drunk Driving.
Geraci said Leffler was close to many
of the women of Alpha Gamma, but it is
only a coincidence the run is scheduled
for the beginning of Greek Week.
Jen Ponstein, a family and consumer sciences 2012 graduate and an Alpha
Gamma, said Leffler was one of her best
friends. She said Leffler may not have
been involved with the executive positions of Alpha Gamma, but she had
been very invested in the friendships she
formed with her sorority sisters.
“I think she had so many friends because she found it easy to connect with
people,” Ponstein said.
She said Leffler liked to live everyday to the fullest and often reminded her
friends not to take life too seriously.
“You could always tell when she
walked into a room,” she said. “She lit
up a room with her personality.”
Seth Schroeder can be reached at
581-2812 or scschroeder2@eiu.edu.
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AIR BAND
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Fake
it
to
make
it
19 sororities, fraternities to compete for Air Band gold

Members of Kappa Delta perform during their jungle-themed dance at Air Band April 2, 2011, in Lantz Arena. This year's Air Band cempetition will take place at 7 p.m. Saturday in Lanz Arena.

By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
Rocking out on fake microphones and imaginary instruments, making costume changes and
nailing choreography that took months of practice
is what kept the Delta Delta Delta Air Band captain participating in the event every year.
Kerstyn Jankovec, a senior graphic design major, said this will be her last time participating in
Air Band after doing so all four years she has been
at Eastern.
“It’s kind of bittersweet because I’ve had a lot of
fun doing Air Band and Greek Week events over
the years,” she said. “I’m glad to be captain this
year and have more of a say in it. But I’ll definitely
miss it so I’m going to enjoy it while it lasts.”
The Air Band competition will feature 19 sororities and fraternities competing for points to win

Greek Week at 7 p.m. Saturday in Lantz Arena.
Jankovec said up to 14 people can be in a performance, and at least six people have to be on
stage at all times with one person lip-syncing and
the rest dancing.
She said the most memorable performances
have interesting choreography and work costume
changes in with the music.
“Just being unique, having transitions and formation changes, and doing unique, fun choreography sticks out, and the singer has to be doing a
good job of getting the crowd involved,” she said.
She said her team would stand out because they
would be integrating costumes and props with the
theme “Rock Your Body.”
The three judges of the competition rank each
performance and award five extra points for first
place, three extra points for second place and one
extra point for third place.

Rebecca Johnson, the chairperson of Air Band
and Greek Sing for the Greek Week overall committee, said most chapters have been practicing almost every night since February.
“The dances are up to four minutes long, so
there is lots of choreography that goes into that
and just learning the dance routine,” she said.
Johnson said all of the effort the chapter members put into their dances make for great performances.
“I think the caliber of the performances are crazy,” she said. “I was a competitive dancer, and I
think that these performances are really at that level.”
Jankovec said during the weeks leading up to
the event, her team practices four to five times per
week.
“For most girls, it’s a combination of being nervous and excited because it goes by so

quickly,” she said.
She said all the hard work has brought members
of the sorority closer together.
“It’s nice to work closely with people on the
team,” she said. “It’s not the whole sorority, so you
get to work with a smaller group of people.”
Jankovec said it is fun to perform because of all
the energy in the room.
“Your house does a chant when you get on
stage—there’s hyped-up energy, and it’s really exciting to get on stage and perform because we’ve
been working so hard.”
Tickets to attend the event can be purchased at
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union box
office for $10.
Stephanie Markham can
be reached at 581-2812
or samarkham@eiu.edu.

CHARIOT RACES

Teams show creativity with return of chariot races
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor
Harkening back to times of old, Greek Week
will kick off Athens style, with a chariot race
through Greek Court.
The viewing of the chariots will begin at 3 p.m.,
with the actual race going from 4 p.m. until 5:30
p.m. Friday in Greek Court.
The chariot race has no affiliation with Greek
Week, therefore no points will be awarded for
Greek Week.
The rules are simple: it must have two wheels;
it cannot have any sharp edges; it cannot be premade; it cannot have an engine; it cannot have
projectiles; and it cannot include fire.
With these boundaries set, team members within Greek Life have taken to the task of creating
their own chariots out of anything possible.
Kristi Koszewski, a member of the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, said she was excited for the race
because it was a good way to start off Greek Week.
“It’s a big way to get unity with the Greeks before a big competition,” she said.
Kayla Ruettiger, a member of the Sigma Kappa
sorority, said one of the hardest aspects of building
the chariot was searching for the pieces.
“We had to find a lot of stuff to make it work,”
Ruettiger said.
Racing the chariots consists of one person in
the chariot, while two people pull the vehicle.

Competitors can use anything they want to create their chariot, as long as it does not violate the
rules.
For the seat of their chariot, Ruettiger said they
used a lawn chair given to them by friends from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
who helped with the engineering of the chariot.
Two pieces of 2-by-4 lumber help support Ruettiger’s chariot, crossing at the front so that the
two women pulling the chariot have something to
hold onto.
Ruettiger and her cousin, Maggie Ruettiger will
be pulling the chariot during the race. The cousins
are both members of Sigma Kappa, along with the
pilot of the chariot, Erica Schultz.
Schultz said their chariot weighed about 285
pounds when it was all assembled.
She also said it took roughly a day to create the
chariot.
“It was about five hours,” she said. “It was a solid day of working.”
Ruettiger said the most fun part about building
their own chariot was figuring out which aspects
worked, and which did not.
“Our chair wasn’t really that sturdy before,” she
said. “We had to tie it down, and then bolt it to
the base, actually.”
For the wheels, Ruettiger and her teammates
used bicycle wheels. However, the wheels can be
from anything, including wheelbarrow wheels.
Schultz said they were chosen to participate

Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Kayla Ruettiger, a sophomore kinesiology and sports studies major, spray paints the tires of
the Sigma Kappa chariot for the race this Friday.

in the race on behalf of the Sigma Kappa sorority because of their involvement in the tricycle race
through Greek Court earlier this year.
“And we had the most free time,” Schultz said,
laughing.
Koszewski said she was excited to see how the

chariot racing ends up.
“It’s going to be awesome,” she said. “It’ll be a
great way to start this week.”
Bob Galuski can be reached
at 581-2812or rggaluski@eiu.edu.

